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This second volume in the popular Zoomigurumi series brings together another delightful collection

of 15 cute and cuddly amigurumi animal patterns Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Otto the turtle, Lola the cow, Febo the

raccoon, Benny the beaver, Evie the kitten, Brownie the dog, Vladimir the fox, Humphrey the

elephant, Louise the bunny, Briella the skunk, Lulu and Lollo lamb, Arthur the lion, Tom the tiger,

Manfred the mouse and Penny the piglet. With stunning full-color photography, clear and

easy-to-follow instructions, you&#39;ll make all these amazing designs in a jiffy. If you&#39;re not

familiar with the techniques featured, donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t worry, Zoomigurumi 2 explains everything you

need to know.
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I'm having a BLAST crocheting these cute little guys!! And my daughter loves it too!! She's really

enjoying playing with them. I think the only thing I have to complain about in the books is two

things:1. In a couple of patterns it says you'll need Crochet Hooks F and H. But when you start

reading the pattern it doesn't actually tell you WHERE to use the crochet hook. I made the best

guess as to using crochet hook F for the body and then H for the clothing since it should be slightly

larger for the clothing. But it never really spelled it out like I'd have thought it should.2. The

directions CERTAINLY are for more advanced and skilled crocheters. You don't get everything

spelled out for you, so beware! I was trying to make a dress for a Cat pattern and I can't figure out

how to attach the sleeves of the dress to the body of the dress. It's a bit confusing and so I just gave

up. My daughter was happy with the cat wearing a sleeveless dress, and that's fine. I just want to



warn people that you aren't going to get a "hold your hand and molly coddle you" type of book

here.But past that this book is just awesome! Great patterns, really cute! Totally recommend it to

any advanced crocheter!!

I don't even know where to begin with Zoomigurumi with a critque. I am so happy with this

purchase. The time spent and design is very evident in the pictures and patterns. Very well written

and easy to follow. Bought all three books and more patterns from there website

http://www.amigurumipatterns.net/patterns/

I love this book! The projects have so much personality -- I was going to say "cute" here but you can

already see by the cover photo that they are wonderful. Excellent photos and directions. I am so

pleased to have added this book to my library.

I found the instructions good on the crochet. Fairly easy to follow stitch wise. If you do use a larger

hook to make a bigger toy, you may need to think about how different parts will be supported. Take

a look at the photo if the head is much larger than the other parts, what would be needed to make it

sit or stand well? I would recommend the Zoomigurumi books to anyone who has some basic

crochet skill (or higher).

Easy to follow directions, tons of color pictures (no step by step pics though). I have almodt

completed my first project from the book, and it is turning out magnificently! It isn't meant for a really

novice crocheter, but the steps are very clear for someone who has experience reading a crochet

pattern. The turtle I am making from one of the pattetns in the book is way larger than I anticipated

from the pictures, but he will make a great lovie!

If you love Amigurumi, you will love this book! What a variety! Some critters are more complicated to

make than others, but I think it's a good thing for skill building. I love the fact that it's a collection

from different designers so you get a chance to experience their take on Amigurumi. I am extremely

glad I purchased this book!!!! Pages are very good quality paper and the color pictures are

outstanding!!! VERY nice!!!!!!!

Love it. Can't wait to get started on some of my fav animals in it will definitely be buying the other

books



Currently making the beaver and as usual in these books the details are so much fun. Can't wait to

make more.
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